
Contrive

Contrive is a professional project management software 
serving the project and resource management needs of the 
construction, interior contractors, civil contractors and so on.
Easy to use, yet powerful, it helps all types and sizes of 
organizations and delivers projects on time and within 
budget.

 

Estimate module

?? Imports Tender from Excel File.

?? Prepare BOQ. 

?? Set Basic Data to Projects.

?? Allows preparing simple estimates.

?? Automatic Estimate rate analysis if required.

?? Quantity Estimate, Cost Estimate and Labour Estimate.

?? Machinery and Overhead estimates.

?? Allows multiple estimates for same project and tracks 
estimate revisions.

?? Automated Quotations with profit margin set.

?? Tracks revision, rejection and terms & conditions for each 
quotation.

?? Allows multiple quotations for same project.

?? Prints and export quotation to Excel, HTML, PDF.

?? Prepare Work Order (Sales Order)

?? Automated posting of contract amount to finance./s 
actual (In case the 

Material Co-ordination and Inventory management module

?Tracks Material request, issue, utilization and material 
movement.

?Automated cost apportioning on movement from project 
to project.

?Automated allocation of cost to project on material issue.

?General or project wise purchase orders.

?Purchase order controlled by material request.Handles 
multiple purchase order in single purchase invoice.

?Drill down facility from purchase invoice to entry level.

?Tracks expenses related to purchases and updates to 
finance.

?Lists supplier ledger balance, tracks due date for each 
purchase for credit entries.

?Automated posting of inventory and accounts.

?Project wise costing statement at any point of time.

?Invoicing a project.

?Close a project.

?Tracks Asset/Tool request, issue, and movement.

?Asset/Tool purchase orders.

?Handles multiple purchase order in single purchase 
invoice.

?Automated posting of inventory and accounts.

?Asset/Tool marking with Automated unique codes.

?Drill down facility from purchase invoice to entry level.

?Tracks expenses related to purchases and updates to 
finance.

?Tracks due date for each purchase for credit entries.

?Asset/Tool issue controlled by Asset/Tool request.

?Tracks each Asset/Tool on issue to an employee.

?Automated cost apportioning on actual days utilized.

Asset/Tool Tracking and Inventory management module

Payroll and H.R. Management module

?Project wise wage settings.

?? Employee Daily allocation to projects.

?? Supports built in calendar and option to set general and 
special holidays.

?? Powerful time sheet management.

?? Handles an employee working in multiple projects.

?? Automated overtime cost apportioning to projects. 
Handles overtime rates automatically. Graphical 
Leave/off marking.

?? Handles employee Leave application, loan application 
and advance/allowance.

?? Increment/promotion, grade settings, pay scale revisions.

?? Handles unlimited allowances and deductions. 

?? Handles occasional, individual allowances to 
employees. 

?? Tracks facilities given to an employee. 

?? Payroll processing on payment cycle basis.

?Salary slips printing with full allowances, deductions and 
OT earnings.

Library Resources

You can create a detailed library of resources for Jobs, 
overhead charges, activities etc. Library of resources can be 
maintained in terms of resource groups like Material resource, 
Labour resource, Machinery resource etc. Library of activities 
can be maintained for estimates that have to be prepared on 
'Job-wise' basis, which helps the user to prepare estimates 
easily.
The software includes the unique ability to estimate the 
project in multiple currencies and prepare detailed cash 
flows. Some of the important features of the Application are as 
follows



Accounting module
?Project wise accounting.

?Handles multiple entries in a single voucher.

?Maintains Department, Branch and Division wise 
accounting.

?Project wise Cash payment and receipts, Bank 
withdrawals.

?Bank reconciliation.

?Debit note, Credit note and Journal entries.

?Project statement for closed and ongoing projects.

?Maintaining post dated Cheques receipts and 
payments.Ledger grouping.

?Daybook, Cashbook, Leger and Journal reports.

?Trial Balance, Profit & Loss and Balance sheet.

?Drill down facility till the entry level is available in reports.

?Summary and detailed reports.

?Filter facility and date range search on all reports.

?Options for saving default columns and print options for each 
report individually.

?Options to format reports by keeping print preview on.

?Drill down facility till entry level allowed from all reports.

?Variance reports to compare estimate and actual.

?Export facility and wide range of printing options like best fit and 
shrink.

?Moving of columns and sorting records.
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Reporting module

?Create user rolls and set rights for rolls.

?Automated roll settings while user creation.

?Permission settings for individual users.

?Automated permission linking to all actions of a user.

User module

Import Tender
Quantity estimate
Cost estimate
Material Co-ordination
Automated project cost
Powerful time sheet
Asset / Tool tracking
Inventory & Accounts
Payroll and H.R. 
Management module

A complete Project Management System
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